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The paper considers a class of Banach spaces d,(FP(Iw”)), for s>O and 
1 <p < 00, where FP(W) is the space of tempered distributions whose Fourier 
transforms are in LP(Rn). These spaces are defined as subspaces of P,,(W) whose 
elements can be expressed as finite sums of certain “generalized differences” of the 
form f - n *A where f E y*6(R”) and p E S, where S is a set of measures. It is shown 
that they are characterized by the behaviour of the Fourier transform near the 
origin. In particular, A,(Lz(W”)) is spanned by {f -6, *f: fg L’(R’) and XE W”} 
and is a Hilbert space in the norm given by llgll = (SW” Ig(x)l* (1 + 1x1 m2) dx)“‘, 
andd,(L2(W))isspannedby {.f-((6,+6~Y)/2)*f:f~L2(W)andx~W”}andis 
a Hilbert space in the norm given by llgli = (jm IS( (1 + 1x1 m2)2 dx)‘12. If A 
denotes the Laplacian, A,(L2(Rn)) = {f :fe L’(R”) and (- II~“*~E L2(Rn)}, so 
A,(L’(R”)) can be thought of as a Sobolev-type space determined by integrals, 
rather than derivatives, belonging to L*(R’). The results can also be regarded as 
establishing a connection between problems involving invariant forms on .FP(W”) 
and a class of Sobolev-type spaces. In fact, a rather more general class of spaces 
than the above is considered, and some analogous results are presented for Z” and 
for compact connected abelian groups. <c 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. TNTR~DUCTI~N 
Let X denote a vector space of functions or distributions on the locally 
compact abelian group G. The identity element of G is denoted by e, the 
dual group of G is denoted by 6, and the identity element of 6 is denoted 
by C. If fE X, the Fourier transform off, whenever it is defined, is denoted 
by j: If X is translation invariant, the subspace d(X) of A’ is defined to be 
the subspace spanned by {f - ~5, *f: f E X and x E G}. 
If G is compact consider the statement 
d(X)= (f:fgXandf((&)=O}. 
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If G is compact, connected, and abelian, it was proved by Meisters and 
Schmidt [S] that (1.1) holds with X=,5’(G). Further work by Baggett and 
Meisters [7, Corollary to Theorem 61 and Johnson [3] established the 
result that if G is compact and abelian and X= L2(G), then (1.1) holds if 
and only if G/C has a finitely generated ense subgroup, where C denotes 
the component of the identity. More recently Bourgain [ 1 ] has shown that 
(1.1) holds for the circle group T with X= LP(T) for 1 <p < co. In [9] 
are obtained some corresponding results on compact groups which are 
not necessarily abelian, and with convolutions replacing translations. 
Concerning non-compact groups, some closely related results have been 
found by Meisters [6] and Woodward [14] (see also [lo]). 
The results of the present paper have their origins in an attempt to 
obtain some analogues of (1.1) for non-compact groups, in particular for 
[w”. A starting point was in an observation of Meisters [6], who showed 
that if f~d(L~(rW)) then srw If( 1x1 -2 dx < cg, which shows that the 
Fourier transforms of the functions in d(L’(W)) have a certain behaviour 
near the origin. The behaviour of the Fourier transform near the origin in 
[w” and, more generally, on neighbourhoods of some vector subspace of KY’, 
are recurring themes in this paper. For example, a consequence of 
TheoTern 3 is that if fc L2([w”), then fe d(L2(rWn)) if and only if 
jw If(x I.4 -’ d x < co. Consequently, d(L’(Iw”)) is a Hilbert space in the 
norm Ill . 1112,1 given by lllfll12,1 = (.frwn l?(x)l* (1 + 1x1 -‘I dx)“*. 
Some notations used and a more detailed description of some of the 
results in the paper now follow. Let M(G) denote the Banach space of 
Radon measures on G, in the total variation norm. If SE M(G) and X is 
invariant under convolution by elements of S, define d(X, S) to be the 
vector subspace of X spanned by {f- ,LI *j”: f~ X and p E S}. In the case 
when Hz G and S= (6, : XE H}, d(X, S) is denoted by d(X, H), so that 
d(X, G) coincides with d(X). A linear form L in the algebraic dual of X 
is said to be S-invariant if L(p * f) = L(f) for all f+~ X and all p E S. 
Equivalently, L is S-invariant if L vanishes identically on d(X, S). When 
S= (6, : x E G}, the S-invariant forms are said to be translation invariant. 
If 1 <p < co, let FP![Wn) denote the tempered distributions on l&P” whose 
Fourier transforms f belong>0 LD( [Wn). Then FP( IWn) is a Banach space in 
the norm given by IllflIt = Ilfll,~ 
Section 2 of the paper is preliminary. If a E L”( -n, n), if CI has an 
absolutely convergent Fourier series, and if HE G, define the subset 
M(cr, H) of M(G) by M(ct, H) = (6, -Co= --m O;(j)d.,,-, : ye H}. Letting c1 
be such a function which also satisfies certain further conditions, and 
letting V be a vector subspace of [w”, one of the main results in Section 3 
shows that the vectors in d(PP(5P), M(cr, V)) are characterized by the 
behaviour of their Fourier transforms in certain neighbourhoods of VI, the 
orthogonal complement of I’, and that in a certain sense d(FP(,(aB”), 
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M(a, V)) is independent of cc In the case when s > 0 and a(x) = 1x1’, 
whether a vector fE gP( KY)) belongs to d(PP( R”), M(cr, I’)) is characterized 
by the property that Jlwn If(x)\ p lP,,(x)l -ps dx < co, where P, devotes the 
orthogonal projection from [w” onto I’. In this case, d(Pp(R”), M(a, I’)) is 
denoted by d,(s(R”), V), and it is a Banach space in the norm given 
by illflll = (jrwn If(x)\” (1 + IPy(x)l -p”) dx)‘lp. The other main result in 
Section 3 characterizes, for a given value of p, the subspaces of Fp(R’)) 
which are finite sums of spaces of the form d,(9p(R”), I’). Section 4 
discusses analogues of the spaces d,(Fp(R”)) on Z” and G, where G is 
compact, connected and abelian. In the latter case, the corresponding 
spaces d,(gp(G)), for s > 0, all coincide with {f: f~ Fp(G) and j(g) =O}, 
and it can be deduced (for example) that every (2-‘(6,+ 6,-l) : XE G}- 
invariant linear form on L*(G) is a multiple of Haar measure. On Z” the 
situation is more similar to that on R”. 
Some further notations and conventions used in the paper are now 
described. If A is a set, A’ denotes its complement. The usual inner product 
on R” is denoted by ( ., . ). For x E R”, 1x1 denotes its Euclidean norm, and 
for p E M(R”) the Fourier transform is given by /i(x) = jwn e-i<x.y> dp(y). 
The space of rapidly decreasing complex-valued functions on R” is denoted 
by 9(R”), and its dual, the space of tempered distributions on R”, is 
denoted by Y’( Rn). If f~ Y’( R”), the Fourier transform off is given by 
f(g) =f( g), for all g E Y( UY). If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, let 
C,(X) denote the continuous complex valued functions of X which vanish 
at infinity. The characteristic function of a set A is denoted by xa. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be locally compact abelian group with a Haar measure 2. Let G 
be the dual group and let a denote a Haar measure on G. Let e denote the 
identity element of G, and E the identity element of G. 
Let V= {f:f~Ll(G) and f has compact support). Then P is a sub- 
algebra of C,(G) which has the property that if K is a compact subset of 
G and z E G n Kc, there is f~ I/ such that f(K) = (0) and p(z) # 0 
[S, p. 146-J. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, P is dense in C,(G). 
Now if 1 <p < and f~ V, let 1I~flil p = llfll p. Then (V, 111 . Ill,) is a normed 
space, and Pp(G) is defined to be the Banach space which is the completion 
of (V, 111 . I(( P), the norm on Fp(G) being also denoted by /I). /)I p. As P is 
dense in C,(G), P is also dense in Lp(G) in the LP-norm, so it follows 
that there is an isometric isomorphism from Fp(G) onto Lp(G). This 
isomorphism is the canonical extension to Pp(G) of the Fourier transform 
on V, and is called the Fourier transform on Fp(G). 
If ,U E M(G) and f E I’, ~1 *f E I’. As 11~ *f/I p d Ilnll . II f I/ p, the operation 
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of convolution on V by p has a unique extension to Rp(G), so that if 
p E M(G) and h E 9$(G), p * h has a canonical definition, p * h E Fp(G), 
111~ * 4ll,G IIPII . Ill4ll.~ and (P * hIA =lih. 
Plancherel’s theorem shows that F*(G) = L’(G), and that, if A and 1 are 
suitably normalised, 111~111 2 = IlflI 2 f or all f~ F2(G). The space S$( lRn) can 
be identified with the space of tempered istributions on R” whose Fourier 
transforms belong to Lp(R”) [4, p. 1501. The space 9’(Rn) is a dense subset 
of each Banach space (S$(llY), l)l.IIl p). When G is compact, Fp(G) can be 
identified with the space pp(G) described in [S]. In all cases, the definitions 
of the Fourier transform and of convolution have their usual meaning. 
Now let 1 <p < 00 and let 4: G -+ [0, co] be measurable. Then define 
LP,d(G) to be the Lp-space with respect to the measure 4 dll on G. The 
corresponding norm is denoted by II .lIp,b and is given by lifll,,m = 
(SC; IfI”4 dJ) . ‘lp If 4 is bounded away from 0 on a measurable set whose 
complement has A-measure 0, then LPx”(G) E L”(G) and there is A > 0 such 
that Ilfll, d A llfll,,, for all f E LP3@(G). 
The case of main interest is when G = IF!“. In this case, the dual of R” 
may be identified with KY, and the function 4 now maps IR” -+ [0, co]. If 
1 dp < co, define 9p,b(Rn) to be the set of all f E Y’(R”) whose Fourier 
transform pis locally integrable and such that fe LP3)(Rn). Then (9&( KY), 
111 ~~~~p,,) is a normed vector space, where II/ ./I/p,) is given by IllfIll p,+ = 
Ilf lIP,d. If 4 is bounded away from 0 on a measurable set whose comple- 
ment has A-measure 0, then pp,, (KY) g Fp(R”) and (9p,d(lRn), 111. III p,,) is a 
Banach space. The following more general result follows immediately from 
the fact that under the given assumptions the Fourier transform is an 
isometric iomorphism from (Yp.,(R”), I)/. /II p,6) onto the Banach space 
wp7c(~“)> II . II p.,). 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 dp < 00 and let 4: R” -+ [0, CCI ] be measurable and 
such that {x : x E R” and 4(x) E { 0, co } } has Lebesgue measure 0. Then if 
Lp%@(R”) E Y’(W), (Fp,,( KY), /I/ .I11 ,,m) is a Banach space. 
One case of particular interest in Theorem 1 is when p = 2, SE R, and 
d(x) = (1 + 1~1~)~. Then Theorem 1 applies, so that (&,,(R”), 111~1112,~) is a 
Banach space, and it is identical with the classical Sobolev space H”(R”) 
(see, for example, Chapter 3 1 of [ 131). 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 <p < co, let y > 0, let x,, x2, . . . . xk E R”, and let V be 
the vector subspace of R” spanned by x, , x2, . . . . xk. Then the following hold. 
(a) There is 6, > 0 such that 
k 
1 I<-% Xj)lY 
> 
PIY 66, IxlP, for all x E R”. 
;= I 
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(b) There is 6, > 0 such that 
Proof The expression 1x1 --p (C:=, 1(x, xj)ly)pli’ is defined on R” A 
{O}’ and depends in value only on /xl-’ x. It is continuous and so 
bounded on the surface of the unit sphere of [w”, and (a) follows. The 
expression is non-zero on the surface of the unit sphere in V and so is 
bounded away from 0 there, and (b) follows. This completes the proof. 
Recall that if SEM(G) and 1 <p< co, d(YP(G), S) is the vector sub- 
space of 5$(G) spanned by vectors of the formf-- *f, forfeFP(G) and 
p E S. The following characterization of d(YP(G), S) for compact G is 
essentially due to G. Meisters and W. Schmidt [S, pp. 4114121. The proof 
given here is modelled on the one there and is presented, in a brief form, 
for completeness. It should be noted that in the following lemma, and 
elsewhere in the paper, the integrand may take the formal value O/O at 
certain points (usually only on a set of measure 0). In order to simplify the 
statements and proofs of the results, the convention is adopted that the 
integrand is 0 in such cases. 
LEMMA 2. Let 1 bp < GO, let SE M(G), and let f E.%$(G). Then 
f E A(Fp(G), S) if and only if there are pI, pLz, . . . . p,,, E S such that 
i 
IfW’dk4 
6CIJI=, Il-;j(x)lp<x. 
In this case, there are fi, f2, . . . . f, E Fp(R”) such that f = C’J’=, (fi- pj *fi). 
Proof: IffeA(Fp(G), S)letf=& (fi--pj*fi), wherepl, p2, . . . . PIES 
and fi , f2, . . . . f, E 5$(G). If we take Fourier transforms, apply Holder’s 
inequality and Lemma 1, we see there is 6 > 0 (depending only upon p 
and m) such that 
lf(x)l%( f lQxY)( f 11 -fi,w~‘p~“)p~‘> 
j= 1 j= 1 
<6(!, lJ(X)l’)(;, Il-fij(x)l”) foralmostallx~~. 
As each 6 E Lp( G), the finiteness of the integral in the lemma follows. 
Conversely, let 16 jflP (x7=, 11 - /;,I”)-’ d,i < 00. Let B be a 
measurable subset of G such that f= 0 on G n B’ and f(x) # 0 for x E B. 
Lety(x)=sup{~l-~~(x)~:1djQm},forx~G.DefineZ,={x:x~Band 
11 -A( =Yb)IT and for each Jo (2, 3, . . . . m} let I,= (x :XE B, 
580/110/l-6 
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x$lJi:: Zk and 11 -,iii(x)l = y(x)}. Then I,, I,, . . . . Z, define a partition of 
B. IfjE { 1, 2, . ..) m}, let h,(x) = 0 if x 6 Z, and let h,(x) =f(x)( 1 - cj(x))-‘, 
if XE I,. Because of the assumed finiteness of-the integral involving f, 
it is easy to check (compare [S]) that hj~LP(G). Let ~;EF~(G) be such 
that x.=/z, for all j. Then f= x7==, x.(1 -fij) in L”(G), so that 
f= x7=, (f, - ~1, *J;) and f belongs to d(FP(G), S). This completes the 
proof of Lemma 2. 
3. FOURIER TRANSFORMS AND SINGULAR INTEGRALS 
If CI E L”( [ -rc, rc]) the Fourier coefficients of c( are given by 6?(n) = 
(27-l-’ JYn e -i”x~(x) dx, for 12 EZ. If the Fourier series of c( is absolutely 
convergent (that is, C,“= --m ioi(n)l < co), a has a unique, continuous, 
2lt-periodic extension to R, and this extension will also be denoted by a. 
Now let G be a locally compact abelian group, let CI have an absolutely 
convergent Fourier series and let y E G. Then define ,u%,~ E M(G) by 
P =6,--C,“=-, C.?(H)&.. Note that if a(O)=O, p,,,(G)= 1. If H is a 
slbset of G, let 
Mu, ff)= {cL,,~,: YEHI. 
The main purpose of this section is to characterize the subspaces of TP(iwfl) 
which are finite sums of certain spaces of the form d(S$( R”), M(a, I’)), 
where I’ is a vector subspace of R”. The vectors in such subspaces are 
characterized in term of the finiteness of certain singular integrals involving 
the Fourier transform. 
LEMMA 3. Let a E L”( [ -II, z]) have an absolutely convergent Fourier 
series and let x, y E R”. Then 1 -Z&,,(X) = t~( (x, y)). 
Proof: ha,,(x) = 1 -C,“= loo d(n)ein<“xY> = 1 - a( (x, y)). 
If CIE L”([ -71, rc]) is continuous, if 1 <p < co, if O<s< co, and if 
m E N, then c1 is said to satisfy a condition of type (p, s, m) if the following 
hold: 
(a) There are E, 6,,6,>0 such that 6, Ix(“d la(x)1 ~6, IX/~, for all 
1x1 <E, and 
(b) SC-x,ny (dx, & ...dx,/C’J’=, Ia(Xj) ~0. 
LEMMA 4. Let 1 <p < 03, let m E N, let E > 0, and let CI be a continuous 
complex valued function on (-E, E) such that for some s, 6,) 6, > 0, 
6, 1x1”< Icc(x)l d6, 1~1~’ holdsfor all XE(--E, E). Then m>sp ifand only if 
s dx, dxz...dx,,, < co (-E,dm Cy=I Ic((xj)lp ’ 
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Proof Because of the assumptions on CI, it is clear that it suffices to 
prove that m > sp if and only if 
I dx, dxZ...dx, < co (0, E )” q?,xsp . 
If m > sp, this integral is finite from [S, p. 4141, and the argument here can 
easily be adapted to prove the converse statement. This completes the 
proof. 
If V is a vector subspace of KY”, let dim (V) denote the dimension of V, 
let P, denote the orthogonal projection from R” onto P’, and let AV denote 
some positive multiple of dim( V)-dimensional Lebesgue measure on V. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 <p < co and let V be a vector subspace of KY’. Let 
TV E L”( [ - X, ~1) have an absolutely convergent Fourier series and let c1 
satisfy a condition of type (p,s, m) for some s > 0 and m E N with 
m > dim(V). Then 
Also, zf feA(pp(R”), M(cr, V)), for each (yl, y,, . . . . y,)~ V”, except for 
those insome set of A”,-measure zero, there exist f,, f2, . . . . f,, E~JW’) such 
that 
f= f (A-k&,,*fi). (3.1) 
j= I 
The characterization in the theorem shows that the set d(FP(iw”), 
M(cc, V)) does not depend upon CI and m, but only upon s, p, and V. It is 
only in the representation of f in the form (3.1) that CI and m appear 
explicitly. 
Now if s B 1, the function lxlS is absolutely continuous and has a 
derivative on [ -n, n] which is in L2( -n, rc); while if 0 <s < 1, lxlS is of 
bounded variation and Lipschitzian of order s on [ -7c, rc]. In either case, 
the Fourier series of lxlS is absolutely convergent [ 15, pp. 241-2421. Also, 
if s > 0, Lemma 4 shows that JxIS satisfies a condition of type (p, s, m) for 
somemEN withm~dim(V).HenceiflQp<co,ifs>O,andifclisgiven 
on ( -71, rc) by U(X) = IxIS, then ct satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2. By 
virtue of the remakes in the preceding paragraph, it is possible to make the 
definition 
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This defines d,(~P(R”), V) for all s > 0 and all vector subspaces V of R”, 
and Theorem 2 characterizes the vectors in d,Y(9P(R”), V). 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 dp < co, let s,, s2, . . . . sk > 0, and let V,, V,, . . . . V, be 
vector subspaces of KY. Then 
i dS,(96(W”), V,)= f:fEFp(R”)and/ I iW’dx 
.j= 1 Lx!” c;=, IPI:(x)l’IPi O” 
Also, if d= 1 + l/CC~=, IP,, IsJ”), then CC;=, ~,,(9J~n), Vi), Ill .IIl,,++) is a 
Banach space, and the Fourier transform is an isometric isomorphism from 
this space onto (Lp*“( IF!?“), II. II p,4). 
Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. By the remarks above, for each 
jG { 1, 2, . . . . k} let txje L”( [ --n, rc]) have an absolutely convergent Fourier 
series and satisfy a condition of type (p, s,, m,) for some mjE N such that 
mj > dim( Vi). 
Let fECy=, d(FP(R”), M(oc,, Vi)). Then for each Jo {1,2, . . . . k} there 
are Jr, jj2, . . . . f/k, E FP( KY) and yj, , yj2, . . . . yjk, E V, such that 
f= i (5 (k&y,,*&,)). 
j= I I= 1 
By Lemma 2, 
s IfGW’ dx d:=, CCL IbL,,.,w)<CU~ 
Each 01~ satisfies a condition of type (p, sj, m,), so there is 6 > 0 such that 
lorj(x)l d 6lxI”~, for all XE R and all je { 1,2, . . . . k}. By Lemma 3 it follows 
that 
5 
lf(x,lp dx 
wnC$=, Cfiil I(pV,(x), YjI)l’“p<cu’ 
Lemma 1 now gives the conclusion: 
J=l 
then s 
IfWl ’ dx < co. (3.2) 
R” c$=, IPv,b)PP 
The aim now is to prove the converse of this. To this end, let d> 0 and 
let V be a non-zero vector subspace of R”. Let 
A(V,d)={x:x~lR”and~P,,(x)~>2~d~‘}. 
Then if xEA(V,d), let I(X be defined by 
271 1P,(x)l~‘I(x)<d<2~ IPv(x)lp’ (l(x)+ 1). (3.3) 
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Until further notice, let x E A( V, d) be fixed. Let Y be the subspace 
{/?Py(x) : BE R} of R”, and let W= Y’n V (for a subspace Z of R”, Zl 
is its orthogonal complement). If jE N, define Aj, Aj c Y, by 
A,= WV(X) IPv(x)l -l : 27t I~v(x)l-’ (.i- 1) d IBI < 27.c IP&)l -‘j 1. 
If Z is a subspace of R” let B,(d) denote the set {x : XEZ and 1x1 6 d}. 
Then for each Jo N let Dj = Aj + B,(d) and let D(x) = U:(z): ’ 0,. Note 
that D, , D,, . . . . DlcxJ + 1 are pairwise disjoint. 
If y E B,(d), y = x1 +x2 for some x1 E Y and xa E W. Then 1x,( < lyl <d, 
so by (3.3) there is Jo { 1, 2, . . . . l(x)+ l} such that x1 EA,. Also, lxzl < 
lyl <d, so x,~B,(d). Hence yeAj+Bw(d)=Dj. Hence B,(d)cD(x). 
The set D(x) is a “cylindrical” set containing B,(d). 
Now let m E N be given, and define a continuous homomorphism h, 
from V” into T” by letting 
for all y,, y,, . . . . y, E V. As Py(x) # 0, h, maps V” onto T”. Let g E L’(T”) 
be given and such that g> 0. The usual Lebesgue measure on R” will be 
denoted by ,u~, and the usual Lebesgue measure on T”, normalised so the 
total measure is 1, will be denoted by 1,. Let pV, pLy, pLw respectively 
denote Haar measures on V, Y, W normalised so that pLy is the product of 
p ,, and pw. Let pm denote the m-fold product of a measure p, and let 
n;= I C, denote the product of the sets Ci, C,, . . . . C,, abbreviated to C” 
in the case C, = C2 = ... = C, = C. We now have 
= (~ww(~w(4))” (gob,)(u) d/G(u), (3.4) 
‘I 
where we have used the fact that h,(u + u) = h,(u) if u E Y” and u E W”. 
The space Y is one dimensional, so Y may be identified with R by means 
of the bijection /?Py(x) IP,,(x)l -’ + /?. Also, identify T” with [0,27c)” 
in the usual way. If FEZ, let J,= [27c IP,,(x)lP’ (I- l), 27r IP,,(x)l-’ Y). 
Then under the given identifications, the restriction of h, to a set of 
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the form ny= i {b IPy(x)l -‘P,(x) :/I E Jr,} corresponds to the function 
f, : nyt 1 J, -+ [0, 27~)” given by 
.Lf,(B* > P2, ...Y Pm) = (IPv(xh B, - 274YI - 11, ...? PY(X)l B, - 271(r, - 1)). 
The function fx is a continuously differentiable bijection from ny=, J, 
onto [0, 27~)~, and its Jacobian is IPy(x)l”. Hence, if g, EL’([O, 27~)~) 
The measure pLr may be normalised so that 
~y~~BI~v~~~I~1~v~~~:P~dP~82~~=~~~CBI~Bz~~~ fod Pdb ~. 
Then 
gdzTdpl;:=(4n)“l gdl,,,. 
9 Tm 
Let H(x)=B,(d)+ {M IP,,(x)l ‘P,(x): - 1/2<cc< l/2}. Then pLy(H(x))= 
p&B,(d)), and it now follows from (3.4) that 
I g0h.x d/C = 471(1(x) + 1 )Pv(W)) m (D(x))” IPv(x)l ) (jTmgdA,,). (3.5) 
Let f E S$(R”), and continue to keep V and d fixed, but let x vary in 
A( V, d). If xi, x2 E A( V, d), it is easy to show that there is a linear isometry 
Ton V such that T(H(x,)) = H(x,). As p,, is invariant under T [2, p. 1351 
it follows that p,,(H(x)) is independent of XEA( V, d), so denote p,,(H(x)) 
by C, for all x E A( V, d). An application of (3.5) and Tonnelli’s theorem 
now gives 
x dG(y,, Y,, . . . . Y,) 
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It follows that 
s A(V,d) 
for almost all (yi, y,, . . . . y,)~ (B.(d))“. Now as d increases, the sets 
A( V, d) and B,(d) and B,(d) also increase. It is therefore easy to deduce 
that if ~ES$(W’), V is a vector subspace of R”, rnc fV, gEL’(T”) with 
ga0, and d>O, then 
s I~(~)IP g(e-~~<~~~~~>r e-i<.%‘2>, ..., e-‘<Wm)) dpn(x)< oo, (3.6) A(V,d) 
for almost all (yi, y,, . . . . y,) E V”. 
Now let je ( 1, 2, . . . . k} and apply (3.6) to the case where V= V,, m = mj, 
and g = gj, where 
Note that as 0~~ satisfies a condition of type (p, sj, mj), gje L’(T”l). Then 
(3.7) 
for almost all (y,, y,, . . . . y,) E V,“‘. 
Let A(d) = UT= i A( V,, d), t, = 0, and ti = C{=, m, for all jE { 1, 2, . . . . k}. 
Then it follows from (3.7) that 
s 
< 0, 
for almost all (y,, y,, . . . . y,,) E n:= I Vi”‘. 
(3.8) 
As each aj satisfies a condition of type (p, sj, m,), there are E, 6, > 0 
such that Iai( 26, lx/+ for all Jo { 1,2, . . . . k} and all 1x1 <a. Also 
mj>dim( V,) for all Jo { 1, 2, . . . . k}, so for each such j almost all 
(Yt,-,+I, . ..Y 
Hence, 
y,,)~ V,? are such that y,,-,+ ,, . . . . y, span V, [2, p. 1201. 
for almost all (y,, y,, . . . . y,,.)~nr=, Bvj((27r)’ de), Vj is 
spanned by Y,,-,+~, ..,Y~, for all Jo (1, 2, . . . . k}. If (yi, y,, . . . . y,,) is any 
such element of n’J= I Bv,((27r)-’ de), if XE R”n (A(d))‘, ifjE { 1, 2, . . . . k}, 
and if TE (1, 2, . . . . fk}, then I (Pv,(x), y,)( d lPv,(x)l . I y,l CE, so that 
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I~j(<P,(XLYr))l B~~l(~~,(~),~,)l~.Hence,foralmostall(y,,y~,...,y,,)~ 
J-l;= 1 B,,((2n)-’ dc), we have 
(3.9) 
where 6, > 0 and arises from an application of Lemma 1. 
Finally, if ~ES$(R”) and swn Iflp(~~=, lPV,I~p))l &,< co, and if 
(Yl > Y2> ...> y,,) E n:=, Vi”’ is chosen so that (3.8) and (3.9) hold, it follows 
that 
s 
Imp &n(x) 
R” c:= 1 cc:‘= t,-, + 1 11 - iL,,,,(x)l”) 
s lAx,l p ~PL,(X) = d:=, EL_,+1 bjWV,(Xh Y,))lP)’ by Lemma 3, 
< co. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that f E CT= i d(Fp( KY), M(a,, I’,)), and that 
f= i ( 2 (frP,y.*1;))3 (3.10) 
j=l r=t,-*+1 
for some fi , f2, . . . . f,, E Fp( W). This statement proves that the converse of 
(3.2) holds. By taking the case k= 1, together with (3.2), it proves the first 
part of Theorem 2. In view of the remarks following Theorem 2, this 
statement, together with (3.2), also proves the first statement in Theorem 3. 
The second statement in Theorem 3 is then a consequence of this, and 
Theorem 1. 
Now (3.8) and (3.9) hold for almost all (y,, y,, . . . . ytx)~ 
n:=, B,,((2n)-Ids), so (3.10) holds for almost all such (yi, y,, . . . . y,,). By 
letting d+ co, it can now be seen that for a given f E C:= 1 d(Fp(lR"), 
M(rxj, I’,)), (3.10) is valid for almost all (v,, y,, . . . . y,,)~n:= i Vi”‘, where 
the choice off,, f2, . . . . f,, E Fp(Rn) is dependent upon (y,, y,, . . . . y,,). Then 
(3.1) in Theorem 2 is the special case of this which arises when k = 1. This 
completes the proof of Theorems 2 and 3. 
The following are four remarks concerning Theorems 2 and 3 and their 
proof. 
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(1) A special case of (3.6) can be expressed as follows: if /z~L’([w”), 
gELI with 830, and d>O, then 
for almost all (JJ~, y,, . . . . vm) E R”. This statement may fail if d= 0 as can 
be seen by taking m=n= 1, h(x)= (~1~“’ for 1x1 < 1, h(x)=0 for 1x1 > 1, 
and g(eeix) = 1x1 -‘I* for 1x1 <n. 
(2) A further remark is that in the situation of Theorem 3, let W 
denote the subspace of IR” spanned by V,, V2, . . . . V,. Then it is clear 
from Theorem 3 that if 6 > 0 and f~ FP(IWn), membership of f in 
C:=, d,,(9P(W’), V,) is entirely determined by the behaviour of 1 on 
{x : XE R” and IP,+,(x)\ <S>. 
(3) It is a consequence of the final part of the proof above that 
the analogue of (3.1) is valid in the more general context of Theorem 3, 
in the following sense. There are IMP, m2, . . . . mk E N such that if 
f~c:=, d,(~P(R”), V,) is given, then equation (3.10) can be solved for 
f, , f2, . . . . f,, E 9P(Rn), where t, = x;= 1 mi, for almost all ( yl, y,, . . . . y,,) E 
I& v:“. 
(4) Theorems 2 and 3 have equivalent formulations for the spaces 
Lp(RB”), the convolutions being replaced by multipliers. Let 1 <p < 03, 
let G be a locally compact group, and let S c M(G). Then define 
r(Lp(G), S) to be the subspace of Lp(G) spanned by ((1 - fi) g : gE L”(G) 
and ALES}. As (cl * f) *= fif for f~ 5$(G) and ALES, it is clear that the 
Fourier transform is a linear bijection from d(SP(G), S) onto r(LP(G), S). 
Thus, in the situation of Theorem 2, it follows that f(LJ’(lW), M(cl, V)) 
depends only upon p, s, and V, and accordingly may be denoted by 
rs(Lp(R”), V). Then, in the situation of Theorem 3, it follows that 
xf= I rS,(LP(Rn), Vi) is equal to Lp~~(R”), and it is a Banach space in the 
norm lI.llP,m. Four corollaries of Theorems 2 and 3 follow. 
COROLLARY 1. Let 1 <p< a3, let 0~s < t < CC and let V be a vector 
subspace of R”. Then d1(9p(W’), V)EA,(~~(R”), V). 
ProoJ: If u > 0 and fzPP( R”), Theorem 2 shows that f E d,(S$(R”), V) 
if and only if jIpy~x~l G 1 If(x)] p 1 P,,(x)) -“J’dx < cc. The result then follows 
from Theorem 2 by observing that if IP,(x)l d 1, then [P,,(x)] -“J’< 
IPv(x)l -rp. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 1 <p < co, let s > 0, and let V be a non-zero vector 
subspace of KY’. Then d,(9p(R”), V) is dense in 9p(R”). 
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Proof If 6~0, let W,= (x:x~R” and /P,,(x)] ,<b}. Let f~F$(llY) 
and E > 0. As I” has measure 0, there is 6 > 0 such that SW6 If(x)\ p dx < sp. 
Let g E Fp( W) be such that g =f on R” n W;, and g = 0 on W,. By 
Theorem 2, g E d,(RP( KY), I’). Also, 
Illf-sllI,= ll&c4lp=(j, l~(l)lpd~)“p<~, 
and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 1 <p < co, let s > 0, and let V,, V2, . . . . V, be vector 
subspaces of l&Y’. Then 
i Ll,(qQ”), v,, = A, 
( 
9yY), 2 vi . 
j= I j=l > 
Proof: Let V=CF==, Vj. It follows from Lemma 1 that there are 
a,, 6,>0 such that 
6, IxISP d i IPv,(x)lSP6 6, IxlSP, for all x E V. 
j=l 
If we replace x in this inequality by Py(x) for XE IR”, and note that 
Pv,(Py(x) = Pv,(x), the result follows from Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 4. Let 1 <p<<, let O<s,<s,< . . . <sk, and let 
v,, vz, . ..? V, be vector subspaces of IT? such that V, G V2 c . . . E Vk. Then 
there are mutually orthogonal vector subspaces W,, W,, ,.., W, of R’” such 
that 
i ds,(~(R”)t vj)= i d.,(&,(R”), wj). 
j= I j= I 
Proof: Let W, = V, and Wj = Vi n V,A-, for all Jo { 2, 3, . . . . k). Let 
f~ Cr= I dS,(Pp(R”), Vi). By Theorem 3, 
s,. If(x)lp (I p,,(x)l”‘p+ i- IPv,Gw~‘) 
-1 
dx< oo. 
j=2 
Now V, = W, + W, so by Lemma 1 there are 6,, d2 >O such that 
6, IP,,21”2pb JPwJSzp+ IP,l”2pG82 IPv2js2p. It follows that 
?*,,. lf(x)lp (jI, I pw,(X)I”‘p+ ~h,(x)“p+j~3 ,Pv,(x),+’ dx<co. 
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If lPW,(x)l < 1, \P,,(x)1”*p Q JPW,(x)j”‘p. It follows that 
jR”l/(X~lP( i lhv,(wp+ i IPv,(IP-ldr<m. 
j= I j=3 
As V,= W,+ W,+ ... + W,, Lemma 1 shows that there are S,, 6; 70 such 
that 
Using this the above step can be repeated with V, in place of V,, and so 
on, until we deduce that 
By Theorem 3, f~c:=, d,,(PP(R”), W,), so C:=, d:,(9p(R”), Vi) is 
contained in C:= i d,,(Sp(lR”), W,). The reverse inclusion 1s obvious, so the 
proof is complete. 
In considering the spaces d,(FP(R”), V), a case of particular interest is 
when s E N. In this case, a natural choice of c( is the function c(, given by 
a,(x) = (1 - e-iX)S. Then ~1, has only a finite number of non-zero terms in 
its Fourier series, and the measures in M(a,, Rn) have finite support. 
Now la,(x)1 = 2” Isin(x/2)\” for all x E C---n, n]. It is easy to deduce from 
Lemma 4 that if 1 bp < co, m E N, and m > sp, then cz, satisfies a condition 
of type (p, s,m) (see also [S, p.4141). Hence, by Theorem2, d(FP(R”), 
M(or,, V)) = d,(PP( IW), V) for any vector subspace V of R”. 
Let G denote a locally compact abelian group, let XE G and let SE PY. 
A calculation shows that 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 <p < 00, let s E N, let G be a locally compact abelian 
group, and let H be a subset of G. Then the following hold. 
(a) d(Sp(G), M(ct,, H)) is the subspace of Rp(G) spanned by 
{(de--6,)“*f:feFp(G) and XEH}. 
(b) Zfte N andtas, thend(%(G), M(olt, H))GA(F~(G), M(M,, H)). 
(cl 4Fp,(G), Mu,, HI) = 49pK3, H). 
(d) If S= ((l/2)(6, + 6,-l) : x E H), then d(S$(G), M(a,, H)) = 
&pp,(G), S). 
Proof. By virtue of (3.1 l), (a) is immediate from the definition of 
d(FP(G), M(a,, H)). Then (b) and (c) are immediate from (a). 
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If s=2 is considered in (a), it is seen that d(FP(G), M(a,, H)) is the 
subspace of FP(G) spanned by { (6, - 6,)* *f:f~ 9$(G) and x E H}. Now 
(d,, - s,y)2 = -26,(6, - (6, + a.,-1)/2). S’ mce convolution by 6,Y is a bijection 
on FP(G), the conclusion in (d) now follows. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4. 
The following corollaries are now immediate from this result and 
Theorem 3. The space d,,(.9$(lR”), W) is denoted by d,(9P(R”)). 
COROLLARY 1. d,(L*(R”))=d(L*(W’))= {,f:f~L*(lR”) andJ,, If( 
1x1-* dx < CD}, and each of these spaces is a Hilbert space in the norm 
Ill .ll/2,1 Hen by IIIfll12,1 =(fwn If(x (1 + I4 -‘I dxP*. 
COROLLARY 2. The spaces d2(L2(R”)), the subspace of L2(W) spanned 
by {f- 2-‘(6, + 6-,) *f:f~ L2(W) and XE IV’}, and the space consisting 
of functions g in L2(R”) such that soan IS( 1x1 p4 dx < co, are all equal, 
and the resulting space is a Hilbert space in the norm 111. /112,2 given by 
lllflll2,2 = (fwn If(x (1 + 1x1 --*I* dx)“*. 
The following is a multiplier interpretation of a special case of (c) of 
Theorem 4 (see remark (4) following Theorem 3). 
COROLLARY 3. Let 1 <p < 00. Then the subspace of Lp(lW’) spanned by 
{g(l -e-‘<“,‘>): gELp(lR”) d an UER”} isequaltothespace {h:hELP(Rn) 
and swn Ih(x 1x1 -p dx < CC >, and is a Bunach space in the norm II .I1 given 
by /[hII = (jrwn Ih(x (1 + 1~1~“) dx)‘@. 
The following result gives some insight into the sharpness of the latter 
part of Theorem 2. If s> 0, let /?, be given by pS(x) = Jsin xIS for 
x E [ -n, rc]. /?, has an absolutely convergent Fourier series, and satisfies a 
condition of type (p, s, m) if m > sp. If x E R, IIxIJ denotes the distance from 
x to the nearest integer. 
THEOREM 5. The following hold. 
(a) Let 1 <p < 00 and let a,, az, . . . . a,,, E R”. Then there exists fE 
fll,0dr(9p(W’))such thatfor eachs>O therearenof,,f,,...,f,EFr(W’) 
such thatf=C:s, Cr;-~~~,ct,*fJ. 
(b) There is f~n,,,d,(L*(R)) such that for no choice off,, f2E 
L’(R) and a,, a, E R is f equal to C:= 1 (fi- P~,,~, * fi). 
Proof Both (a) and (b) can be proved by adaptations of Theorems 4 
and 5 of [IS], where corresponding results are presented for L*(T). 
The proof of (a) is the more difficult, and is presented to show how the 
adaptations work. 
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It follows easily from Theorem 3 in [ 11, p. 25 J that there is a sequence 
(qk) of the distinct elements of Z” such that, for each k E N, (qk( > k, and 
ll(n -‘aj, ql&)ll <e 
Iq,l”‘” 
for all jE { 1, 2, . . . . m}. 
Hence, for each k E N, 
nJ2m 
bin<+ qk)l <n lI(~p’~,,, qk)ll CL Iqkln’m’ 
for all jE { 1, 2, . . . . m}. 
Letting qk = (qkl, qk2r . . . . qkn), it follows that for each k E N, there is 
0 < 6, < l/2 such that if Ik = ny= I [qk, - 6k, qkj + Sk], then 
nl2m 
lsin(q, x>l<+, for all x E Zk and Jo (1, 2, . . . . m}. (3.12) 
The sets I, are disjoint, there is a neighbourhood of 0 disjoint from all sets 
I,, and I, has measure (2dk)“. Let b, = kp”~-““‘” for all k E N. Then 
C~=I IbkiP< CO. 
Now let f~ 9P(R”) be given by 
f(x) = (2~3~)~~‘~ b, if XE Zk, and f(x)=0 if X$ fi Ik 
k=l 
Then f vanishes on a neighbourhood of 0, so f~ f-)1,0 d,(FP( KY)) by 
Theorem 2. If f= C;=, (fi - pP,,, * fi) for some fi, f2, . . . . f, E 9$(W), then 
by taking Fourier transforms and using Lemma 3 we have, for almost all 
XEW, 
Im d ( f Ij;b)l) max{ Isin(a,, x)1” :j= 1, 2, . . . . m}. 
j=l 
Using Lemma 1 and (3.12), we see that for some r~ > 0 and all k E N, 
Iqkl”ps’m Ij(x,lp d q f Ifl/(x)l’, for almost all x E Z,. 
,=I 
Integrating now gives 
co > f Iqklnps’m lbklP3 f knPsh’-1-nP.h= f k-lzm. 
k=l k=l k=l 
This contradiction establishes (a), and completes the discussion of the 
proof of Theorem 5. 
The arguments used in Theorems 4 and 5 of [S] essentially work 
because the dual of T is non-compact. Similarly, the arguments used in the 
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present Theorem 5 depend upon the non-compactness of the dual of KY. In 
the case where the group has a compact dual, we shall see in Theorem 7 
that a different phenomenon may occur. 
An application to fractional powers of the negative Laplacian and 
the Riesz potential operators is now considered. Let s > 0 and let 
ZZ”(IWt) denote the space of functions f~ L2(W) such that jlfl12,s = 
(Jw If(x (I+ 14*Yw1’* < co. H”(W) is a Hilbert space whose proper- 
ties are discussed in [ 13, Chap. 311, for example. The Laplace operator is 
denoted by a, and for s > 0 the operator ( - n )‘I2 is given on H”(W) by 
the equation (( - a)““f) ^(x) = Ixl”f(x), forfE H”(W) and x E W. Also, it 
is a consequence of Theorem 3 that (d,Y(L2(W)), 111 .I 1 2,5) is a Hilbert space, 
where )Ilfll12,s= (Joan Ip(x (1 + 1x1 P2)sdx)“2. If 1 <p-c co and O<s<n/p, 
let l/q = l/p -s/n. Then the Riesz potential operator of order s is given by 
Z.Jf(x)=$jR. lx’p;FS, for x E IF!” and f E LJ’(W), 
where 
y(s) = 7cn’22sr (s/2)/r ; - ; 
( > 
. 
The Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev Theorem says that Z, is a bounded 
operator from Lp( W) to L4( KY) [ 12, p. 1191. 
THEOREM 6. Zf s > 0, ( - LI )‘I* is a linear isometry from (H”(W), II . II 2,S) 
onto (A,(L2(rWn)), II/ .I11 2,s). Zf 0 <s < n/2, the Riesz potential operator Z, is a 
linear isometry from (A,(L2(W)), l/l .I11 2,S) onto (H”( KY), II ‘11 2,S) and it is the 
inverse of (- n )S/2. 
Proof. If f E L*(W), Theorem 3 shows that f E d,(L*([w”)) if and only if 
irwn If(x /xl p2Sd x < co. It is then immediate from the definition of 
( - A)‘/’ that this operator maps H”(W) into d,(L*([w”)). That it is an 
isometry and that it maps onto A,(L2(W)) are easily checked. 
Now consider the case when 0 <s < n/2. Then jrw” 1x1 P2s dx < GO, so it 
follows that Y’( KY’) G A,(L2( W)), and it is easy to see that Y’(W) is dense 
in (A,(L’( W)), 111. II/ 2,s). By the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev Theorem, if 
q = 2n/(n - 2s), there is A > 0 such that 
IIZs(f)ll,G~ Ilfllz= (271)r”‘2A llPl12d(27w’2~ lllf ll12,s, (3.13) 
for all fo Z2( W). 
Now if f, g E Y(W), Z,(f) g is integrable and by [ 12, p. 1171, where a 
different definition of the Fourier transform is used, 
?gnZ.s(f )(x)&‘(x)dx= (2n)-“SR”j(x) 1x1 -“g(x)dx. (3.14) 
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Also, as q> 2, (3.13) implies that Z,(f) is locally an L2-function, for all 
SE L*( IV). Hence, if fe Y(W), 
IIZ.0)l12=su~ 5 Z,(f(x)g(x)dx : gEY(Wand Ilsl12< 1 , 
R” 
by (3.14), 
G (27$“” lllflll2,.Y. (3.15) 
Now let h E d,(L’(R”)). There is a sequence (fk) in Y(W) converging to 
h in III . ll12,s. Then (3.15) shows that (ZJ(fk)) converges to some ho E L*(W) 
in II.j12, and (3.13) shows that (ZS(fk)) converges to Z,(h) in II .j14. Hence 
(ZS(fk)) converges in measure to both h,, and Z,(h), so h,=ZJh). Hence, 
Z,(h) E L*(W). Also (ZS(fk)) converges to Z,(h) in 11. II*, and taking limits in 
(3.14) gives 
j Z,(h)(x) g(x) dx= m-” JR” 4x) 1x1 ps k?(x) dx, for all g E Y( KY). 
w 
Also, 
j- Z,(h)(x) g(x) dx = (2x)-” j Z,(h) A(xMx) dx, for all g E L*(W). UP W” 
It follows that (ZS(h)) ^ (x) = 1x1 e-S i( ) f x or all h E d,(L2(R”)) and almost all 
x E R”. It is immediate from this that Z, is an isometry and that it is the 
inverse of (- n )S’2. This proves Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY. Zf n > 2 and a E R” with a # 0, let 
for XEW, xzo, and x#a. 
Then for feL'(R") and all such a, let (J,(f))(.x)=(y(l))p’ fRnK,(x-y) 
f(y) dy, for x E R”. Then the integral defining J,(f) converges for almost all 
x E R”, and the linear operator J, so defined is bounded from L2(W”) into 
H’(W). Each function in H’(W) is the sum of three functions, each one of 
which lies in the range of an operator of the form J,. 
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Proof: The statement concerning the convergence of the integral 
defining J,(f) is immediate from Theorem 1 in [12, p. 1191. If u E R” 
and a # 0, and if f~ L’(W), let S,(f) =f- 6, *j Using Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 4, it is easy to check that S, is bounded from L’(W) into 
(d, (L’(W)), 111. (11 2,). By the invariance of Lebesgue measure, it follows 
that J, = I, 0 S,. By Theorem 6, J, maps L*( KY) boundedly into H’(W). 
Now by Theorem 2, each function in d,(L2(R”)) is the sum of three 
functions, each of which lies in the range of an operator S,. The remaining 
conclusion now comes from Theorem 6 and the fact that J, = I, 0 S,, and 
the proof is complete. 
4. RESULTS FOR Z" AND FOR COMPACT GROUPS 
If G is a locally compact abelian group, if H is a closed subgroup of G, 
and if tx E L”( [ -71, n]) has an absolutely convergent Fourier series, the 
spaces 4(5$$( G), M(cc, H)) for 1~ p < co have been defined in Section 3. 
Theorems 2 and 3 have given a characterization of spaces of the type 
d(FP(R”), M(cl, H)). In this section are presented some results which 
correspond, in a restricted way, to Theorems 2 and 3, but which apply 
when G = Z” or G is a compact connected abelian group. In such a case, 
either G or its dual is compact, and this changes the nature of the results. 
If x = (Xi) x2, . ..) x,) E R”, let eix denote (e’“‘, erxz, . .. . e”“) ET”. Also if z E C 
and z # 0, let arg(z) denote the value of the argument of z in ( - 71, rt]. 
THEOREM 7. Let 1 <p < co and let CI E L”( [ -71, z] ) have an absolutely 
convergent Fourier series. Suppose there are &, 6,, s >O such that 
6, 1x1”< 10$x)1 Q6, Ixl”for ullx~ C--n, ~1. For euchjc {1,2, . . . . n} let zj be 
one of the elements Ifr (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) of Z” (where 1 is in positionj). 
Then the following hold. 
(a) 4(5(Z”), M(a, Z”)) = {f: f E 5(Zn) and jC-z,z,fl (If(ei~‘)lP/lxl’~) 
dx< w}. 
(b) Zf f E A(Fp(Z”), M(cc, Zn)), there are f,, f2, . . . . f, E Rp(Zn) such 
thatf=C;=, Cfi-~m,,*f;,. 
Proof: If fEA(&(Z") M(cr, Zn), an argument analogous to the one 
which produced (3.2) proves that JcPn,nJH lj(e”“)l p 1x1 Psp dx < co. 
Conversely, let f E Fp(Z”) and jc-z,n,fl lf(e”‘)lP (xl Psp dx < co. By 
Lemma 1 we have 
I I~(ei-‘)l p dx (-n.n)“C:=, I<Zj,X)ISP < co. 
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Now fi,&e”‘)= l-C~E-oo oi(k)e rk<‘~,\-)=l-~((~I,~)), and I(z,,x)j<rt, 
for all x E ( - 71, 71)“. It follows from the assumed inequality satisfied by a 
that 
s If(ei’)lP dx ~-~,~)n C:=, 11 -fix,Z,(ei-x)lSP< co. 
Lemma 2 now shows that f = C’j=, (fi - pI, =, * fi), for some fi, f2, . . . . f, E 
Fp(Z”). This proves the remaining part of (a), and (b), and completes the 
proof of Theorem 7. 
The characterization of d(Fp(Z”), M(a, Z’)) given in (a) depends upon 
s but is otherwise independent of ~1. In the same way as for KY, we may take 
s> 0 and IX(X) = 1x1’, and define d,(Fp(Z”)) = A(Fp(Z”), M(tx, Zn)). The 
following is then immediate from part (a) of Theorem 7. 
COROLLARY. Let 1 <p < CC and s>O. Then (d,(Fp(Z”)), 111. IlIp,,) is a 
Banach space, where 
If(e’-‘)I p (1 + 1x1 PP)s dx for all fE d,(%(Z”)). 
THEOREM 8. Let 1 6p < co. and let G be a compact, connected abelian 
group. Let 6 denote the dual of G and let 6 denote the identity in G. Let 
CI E L”( [ -71, x]) have an absolutely convergent Fourier series, let ~(0) = 0, 
and let m E N be such that 
s dx, dx,...dx,< co C-%X)” Cy=:=, Icc(xj)l” ’ 
Then the following hold. 
(a) d(%(G), M(cc, G)) = {f: f e Fp(G) andf(P) = O}. 
(b) If feFp(G) and f(e)=O, there are f,,,f2,..., f,eFp(G) and 
yl,yz,..., Y,EG such thatf=C~=,,(f,-~,,.,*fi). 
Proof. (a) If gEFp(G) and LEG, (g-~Z,,,*g)A(P)=g(t)(l-fi,,V(E)) 
= 0, which proves part of (a). 
Conversely, letfES$(G) andf(i?)=O. If y~Gn {e}‘, let h,:G”r-,T” be 
given by h,(x,, x2, . . . . x,)= (7(x,), y(x2), . . . . y(x,)). Let ke L’(T”) be the 
function given by k(z,, z2, . . . . z, )= (Cy=, IN(arg(zj))lp). It is proved in 
[S, pp. 4134141 that if A denotes the normalised Haar measure on G, 
jGm (koh,)(x) dA”(x) = (277)” /c-X x)m k(ei.X’, eii2, . . . . ei.‘m) dx, dx, . ..dx.,,. 
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Now for y E G and y E G, p,,,(y) = 1 - a(arg(y(y))), so we now have 
s 
dA”(Yl, Y2? ...2 Ym) = 
s 
dArn(Y, 9 Y2, ...Y YJ 
GrnCyz’=l I1 -fi,.v,(Y)lp G* Cy= I 14WdY(Yj)))lP 
dx, dx, ’ ‘. dx, 
< co, forall y~Gn {g}“. 
Multiplying by [f(y)1 p, summing over y E G, and using the assumption that 
f(i?) = 0 gives 
Hence, for almost all (y,, y,, . . . . y,) E G”, 
Now Lemma 2 shows that fe d(FP(G), M(cc, G)) which proves the 
remaining part of (a). Lemma 2 also gives (b), and this completes the proof 
of Theorem 8. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8, any M(cc, G)- 
invariant linear form on Fp(G) is a multiple of the linear form on Fp(G) 
given by f -J(e). 
Proof If f E Fp(G), f =f(e) + g, where g =f -f(e). As g(e) = 0, 
gEd(Fp(G), M(cc, G)) by (a) of Theorem 8. Hence if L is an M(cr, G)- 
invariant form, L(g)=0 and L(f)=f(E)L(l), for allfEFp(G). 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a compact connected abelian group. Then the 
following hold. 
(a) Any linear form on L2(G) which is 22’(6, + 6,-,)-invariant for all 
x E G is a multiple of Haar measure on G. 
(b) rffEL’(G) and jGfdA=O, there are x,,x2,xj,xqrx5~G and 
fi,f2,f3,f4,f5EL2(G) such thatf=C:=, (fi-2-‘(6.,+6,,-1)*fi). 
Proof Let Q(X) = (1 - e--ir)2. It follows from (d) of Theorem 4 that a 
linear form L on L2(G) is 2-‘(6,+6,-,)-invariant for all XE G if and only 
if L if M(a,, G)-invariant. Now l~(x)l =4 lsin(x/2)12, and it follows 
easily from Lemma 4 that Sc-n,xjm (I:= i sin4(xj/2))-’ dx, dx, . ..dx.,, < co if 
m > 4, so (a) follows by Corollary 1 and (b) follows from (b) of Theorem 8. 
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The following corollary comes from Theorem 8 by taking G = T, 
u(x) = 1 - e-jx, and interpreting the results in terms of multipliers (see 
remark (4) following Theorem 3). 
COROLLARY 3. Let 1 <p < 00, let gslp(Z), and let rnE N with m >p. 
Then g(0) = 0 if and only if there are g,, g,, . . . . g, E lp(Z) and 
zl, z2, . . . . z, E T such that g(k) = Cy=, (1 - zr) g,(k) for all k E Z. 
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